
 
From employees to management to accounting, 
the time savings from automating expenses  
continue to pay off for BrettYoung.

Company Name
BrettYoung

Solutions
Concur® Expense

ExpenseIt® from Concur® 

Concur® Intelligence

Concur® Travel Booking

Industry
Agriculture

Company Size: 
170 employees

Location: 
Winnipeg, Manitoba 

Why Concur? 

•  Substantial time savings for all  
levels of users, from employees,  
to management to accounting

• Fast, easily-customized reporting

•  Swift and full adoption by  
a diverse workforce

About BrettYoung 
brettyoung.ca

Established in 1934, BrettYoung is a family-owned seed production, distribution, 
sales and marketing company with strong local roots in Winnipeg. The company 
employs 170 people in 5 locations in western Canada and Ontario. Internationally, 
BrettYoung also exports to 40 countries.

The opportunity
Ask executives at BrettYoung what sets it apart and you will probably hear 
“dynamic people.” Employees are empowered to be individuals, take risks and 
explore new ideas. The company implemented Concur Expense in 2012 for many 
reasons – with the key reason being this dynamic group of passionate employees. 
The philosophy? Employees who spend less time on administrative work have 
more time for the jobs they love. They perform with more enthusiasm when 
they can see their time and talent are sincerely valued. Beyond maintaining high 
morale and job satisfaction, BrettYoung also wanted to improve reporting and  
get speedier insights into spend. Traditional spreadsheets made reporting a  
time-consuming and often reactive task.

“ What used to take employees half a day every 
cycle now takes them as little as fifteen minutes. 
Even our most active travellers need less than an 
hour to prepare an expense report. They love it!” 
Gisèle Gratton, Assistant Controller



The solution
“We implemented Concur Expense in 2012 and haven’t 
looked back,” says Gisèle Gratton, Assistant Controller for 
BrettYoung. “The time savings are apparent at every level. 
The unnecessary extra hours we once spent processing 
expenses manually is actually distressing.”

Gisèle breaks the time savings down into three levels of users:

  Employees/end users 
“What used to take employees half a day every cycle 
now takes them as little as fifteen minutes. Even our 
most active travellers need less than an hour to prepare 
an expense report. They love it!”

  Management 
“Managers can now concentrate on applying policy rather 
sifting through mounds of paper receipts – that were 
often in no particular order – to determine if each expense 
was a legitimate, well supported company expense.”

  Accounting 
“We have saved the most surprising amount of time in 
the accounting department. It used to take 24 hours 
each cycle to review expenses for tax and accounting 
purposes. The Concur system has reduced that to 8 
hours… one-third of the time… one business day! That’s 
almost 200 extra hours per year that we can dedicate to 
growing our business in one department alone.” 

When asked about change management, Gisèle says there 
was little required. “We cut ties quickly with the old and 
went right to the new. We have a diverse workforce – from 
those in their 20s to those in their 50s – so I was prepared 
for some hand-holding. It absolutely wasn’t necessary. The 
new system was implemented and embraced across the 
organization very quickly.”

BrettYoung recently added ExpenseIt from Concur for 
employees the company calls “extreme travellers.” These 
“extremists” are really just vibrant salespeople who are 

constantly on the go, have many expenses and benefit most 
from mobile work solutions. ExpenseIt allows them to submit 
receipts anywhere, anytime, just by taking a picture with a 
phone. “Though we didn’t implement this across the board, 
the employees who have it love it. Concur Expense already 
saved them time. Now ExpenseIt saves them even more.” 

While BrettYoung has gained the most notable advantages 
from expense solutions, the company also implemented 
Concur Intelligence, Concur Travel Booking and is in the test 
drive stage for Concur Request.

“Concur Intelligence definitely helps me create more current 
and meaningful reports. It has even had some unexpected 
uses. For instance, our insurer requires us to report how many 
days we spend driving rental cars. Concur added a mandatory 
field so I can now pull and report that data effortlessly. Little 
things like that really add up when you’re doing them every 
cycle,” Gisèle smiles. “I see endless possibilities in how we 
might use Intelligence in the future to gain insight into spend, 
forecast budgets and find savings opportunities.”

When it comes to the Concur Travel Booking tool, Gisèle 
says they have not made it mandatory for their independent-
minded employees. However, many employees, especially 
millennials, have embraced it. “Some of our users still like 
to manage booking themselves, and that’s okay with us, 
especially since we can see their choices through Concur 
Expense. But many employees, especially our 20-somethings, 
use Concur Travel Booking exclusively. They have an agent 
on their side, less legwork, one-stop access to their travel 
information and always know they are booking within policy.”

“Working with Concur has been what I can only describe 
as an awesome experience,” Gisèle concludes. “From the 
smooth implementation to the day-to-day functionality to the 
willingness to understand our business and customize the 
solutions to our needs, we are highly satisfied.” 

“ Working with Concur has been what I can only describe as an awesome 
experience. From the smooth implementation to the day-to-day functionality 
to the willingness to understand our business and customize the solutions to 
our needs, we are highly satisfied.” 
Gisèle Gratton, Assistant Controller
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